
 
 
 

 

 

Inspection Pipes: The Facelift Continues 
 

Modification of the Düker inspection pipes with rectangular opening 

 
After the facelift of the inspection pipes with round opening 
has been concluded successfully, the focus is now on the 
inspection pipes with rectangular opening and therefore the 
larger diameters.  

In the same way as for the round inspection pipes, the sealing 
chamber will be completely revised in order to optimise 
pressure tightness and life expectancy of the sealing. 

Furthermore, the cover contour - until now flat on the outside - 
will be changed: in the future, the cover will follow the inside 
contour of the pipe. The largely smooth inside wall will be 
beneficial both from the hydraulic and from the acoustic point 
of view. 

Another positive side effect will be a weight reduction of the 
inspection pipes. 

The modification concerns the body with the cover seat, the 
cover itself and the screw connection. The total length as well 
as the sealing will remained unchanged.  

The switch has already started! DN 100 and 150 are already 
being supplied in the new version; DN 125 und 200 will follow 
in the course of the year 2019. The switch will be made 
automatically, the complete fitting will not be given a new item 
number. The modification concerns not only SML, but also the 
coating versions MLK-protec, MLB and TML. 

 

If the cover of an "old" inspection pipe needs to be replaced, the new cover cannot be used! 
Therefore, covers and screw connections for the "old" inspection pipes will still be available as 
spare parts. Please use the following item numbers for your orders: 

 

complete 
fitting  

previous version new version 

SML spare 
parts set 

single item numbers* spare 
parts set 

single item numbers* 

DN cover sealing bolt washer nut cover sealing bolt washer nut 

100 669624 212568 665404 100500 100721 511524 510022 212575 665704 100500 100820 511524 510022 

125 669627 212569 665414 100502 

501273 511527 100400 

212576 665714 100502 

501275 511527 100400 

150 669630 212570 665424 100503 212577 665724 100503 

200 669633 212571 665434 100324 212578 665734 100324 

250 669612  - 665444 100325  - 665744 100325 

300 669615  - 665454 237931  - 665754 237931 

*The single item numbers represent one piece each. Of bolt, washer and nut, four pieces are required per cover.  
Please order accordingly!! 
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